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Welcome to United Way
West Australia.
VISION
A future where every person is
empowered to grow, through education,
finanical stability and healthy living.

MISSION
Working together to empower and unite
communities for positive change.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO COUNTRY
The Board, Management and Staff of United Way WA acknowledge
that we live and work on the land of Noongar Whadjuk People, and
pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.
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OUR PILLARS
EDUCATION
We support a range of early intervention literacy and
reading programs within our community. Research
demonstrates that providing books and reading with
young children is one of the most important activities to
build lasting literacy skills. Our initiatives are designed
to address entrenched cultural issues to break the
cycle of disadvantage. By working together with local
businesses, politicians, community groups, libraries
and parent groups, we aim to fill the gaps and empower
families to develop literacy skills with their children.

FINANCIAL STABILITY
We deliver a range of intervention and collaborative
initiatives aimed at improving the quality of life for
those experiencing financial instability or at risk of
homelessness. Our community will only prosper
and grow if all families are financially stable leading
to healthier lives, improved work performance, and
better education outcomes. We work together with
local businesses, support groups and community
members to tackle these complex issues for
successful and sustainable solutions.

HEALTHY LIVING
We are dedicated to building a healthier and happier
community by promoting healthy, active living. We
support and deliver a range of programs designed
to assist people living in disadvantage focusing
on areas such as: understanding nutrition and
healthy family choices; managing a household and
food budget; and increasing physical activity and
community engagement. We also work with a range of
organisations that work across these areas addressing
issues of substance abuse, domestic violence, mental
health and homelessness.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
As Chair, I am delighted to report on United Way West Australia’s (UWWA’s) achievements for 2018. As
you will read in the following pages, it’s been a year of evolution with developments in our offering and
in our funding sources with impactful results.
It’s a confronting time for the Not for Profit sector with reforms and uncertainty in many areas of
funding including ongoing hesitation across much of the corporate world. This has led to the need for
creative strategies to ensure surety for UWWA.
With a supportive Board and an innovative team led by Kath Snell CEO, we have overcome various
obstacles this year, and generated an agile organisation that is able to quickly react. The strategies
and the strengths-based approach employed are allowing the organisation to be flexible, to respond to
our Three Pillars in a way that is creating impact. This open-minded, contemporary style is allowing for
conversation and collaboration across sectors, and the year ahead will no doubt see further change and
development as we break down barriers and refine our offering to better suit community needs.
These challenging times require solid partnerships and trust, and this is where UWWA pulls on its
strengths. A history of working together, a united approach with a multiplier effect.
I personally thank my fellow Board members and the UWWA team, for the hard work, devotion, support
and belief they have shown this year.
2019 already promises to be note-worthy, full of impact and in line with our Mission: working together to
empower and unite communities for positive change.
With thanks and optimism.

Julie Keene
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WELCOME FROM THE CEO
Well, it happened. Another year went by at lightning speed. When we look back at what’s been achieved, the
stories we have heard and been part of, the changes that have been made, we realise where that time has
gone: in making progress, actioning our plans and in being part of and advancing our community, together.
For me working in this sector comes with an array of different emotions, and the end of a year allows
a point in time to reflect on that. Without doubt there is pride in leading a team that has truly made a
difference to people’s lives. Mix with that thankfulness that we have been able to carry out our work and
while funding has been tight, we have not only supported our community groups and corporate partners
to achieve more goals, we have developed our own service delivery model to respond to need. Add to that
concern that funding is our biggest challenge, and when the corporate sector is under pressure, so are
we. Like many of our friends and colleagues working in this sector, we are faced with highly competitive
tenders, competition for philanthropic and corporate support, and while need in community is growing, the
resources to respond are all too often, decreasing.
The flip side of that is positive, in working side by side with our stakeholders, we have magnified our
impact. Our real income increased in 2018, we moved offices to a much more appropriate location and
premises, we strengthened our team, our systems and our culture, we created and followed our new
Strategic Plan, we articulated our brand and we worked on developing our new website. We increased our
streams of income, adding sector capacity building work and grants to our portfolio which supported our
response to real need. We moved United Way West Australia to a place where we are healthier and stronger
to respond to community hardship, to partner and to be proactive in a space that requires innovation.
As the world around us is changing, so too are we, and we look forward to a year where we can support
further development and positive outcomes via healthy alliances, in our Three Pillars, at a time that requires
hard work, focus and enthusiasm. We have plenty of all.
Our Vision is a future where every person is empowered to grow, through education, financial stability and
healthy living. I welcome you to join us on our journey to #LiveUnited and help make Western Australia a
better place to live, work and thrive for us all.
Thank you

Kath Snell
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A YEAR IN REVIEW
COMMUNITY IMPACT
Our Community Impact Strategy aims to bring together our community, partners, resources and skills to tackle complex
issues affecting the lives of Western Australians. Utilising research, evidence-based initiatives and social innovation
we strive to develop the most effective strategies to empower all people across our three pillars of education, financial
stability and healthy living.
This year was a period of growth and consolidation as we reviewed and improved existing programs as well as
supported new initiatives. We are incredibly proud to say that we have once again made a strong and lasting impact to
our community.
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NEW COMMUNITIES
PAINT THE TOWN READ

5

EVENTS ON
WA COMMUNITY
ISSUES

14

COMMUNITY EVENTS
PAINT THE SWAN READ

441

CORPORATE
VOLUNTEERS

42

PEOPLE ATTENDED
HAPPY HEALTHY
FAMILIES

1,954

LIVES IMPROVED
BY CORPORATE
VOLUNTEERS

46

CHILDREN IN
OUR IMAGINATION
LIBRARY

36

CORPORATE
VOLUNTEER
EVENTS

OUR NEW HOME
We are excited and proud to call 54 Edward Street our
new home. Moving to a new office was no mean feat, with
staff and volunteers alike pledging their time and talents
to make our new office a real home. Along with a new
office, came new technology with the implementation of
a cloud-based platform along with upgraded phones and
hardware. Now well and truly settled in a centrally located
office with improved technological capabilities, we are
better positioned than ever to support our community.
Special thanks to the very generous Lotterywest, Harnell
Rose Projects, Novata Solutions and Josh Kennedy’s
Small Moves for helping us with the move and upgrades we couldn’t have done it without you!

SHOWCASE EVENT
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This year we were excited to hold our very first Showcase
Event, where we were able to share information about
our partners, community, programs and to celebrate the
community impact we’ve accomplished together. Special
thanks to Derek Nannup for his inspiring Welcome to Country,
corporate partner Herbert Smith Freehills for hosting the event
at their beautiful office in the QV1 Building, The Bambuseae
Rhythm Section for their amazing tunes and to Novata
Solutions for their generous sponsorship of the event.

OUR 30TH BIRTHDAY
This year we celebrated 30 years of passionate work and
community impact!
We began as an idea among a group of philanthropic Perth
businessmen, who were concerned with increasing local
community issues and charitable requests. After running a
pilot program, they launched United Way West Australia in
July 1988, joining a global network that had been operating
since 1887.
From these humble beginnings we have grown into a vibrant
organisation that tackles entrenched community issues
and empowers our community to grow. Today we are proud
to be one of nearly 1,800 United Ways in 41 countries and
territories around the world. Globally, we impact up to 50
million lives every year and we couldn’t be prouder to be
delivering that impact in Western Australia.

SMALL CHANGE FOR BIG CHANGE CAMPAIGN
Once again dozens of generous local businesses and
individuals supported our Small Change for Big Change
campaign to support children’s literacy outcomes in WA.
This annual appeal sees supporters host a donation bucket
in their business, workplace or neighbourhood to help raise
funds for vital early intervention literacy programs in WA.
Every dollar we raised helped fund our work towards a future
where all children are encouraged to read, learn and grow for
a brighter future (read more on pages 7 and 8).
We thank all the supporters who help make this campaign
a success, with a special shout-out to these creative
fundraising superstars.

• Young Jack requested donations instead of toys for his
7th birthday to help other kids have books
• Ricoh Australia hosted delicious pot-luck lunches
in their office, with staff taking turns to share their
favourite dish for a donation
• At only 4 years old, Matisse collected all the coins
he could find around the house and donated his own
pocket money
• P&N Bank organised a street appeal and took to the
streets of Perth rattling tins
• Eleven-year-old Christopher sold his old books to his
cousins at a family lunch and donated the proceeds to
our appeal
• F45 East Victoria Park ran Pilates classes for a gold
coin donation
• Adam from Novata championed his office whip-around
making sure he ‘shook those coins out of pockets’
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EDUCATION
“Going back to basics and learning the best way to
help my child.” – Boost participant

THREE PILLARS SEMINAR: EDUCATION
Held in October, our Education Seminar featured inspiring
guest speakers; Master Teacher Greg Mitchell, CLAN
Midland Executive Manager Fiona Lee and The Dyslexia
SPELD Foundation CEO Mandy Nayton. A fantastic crowd
gathered for a discussion on how children who grow up
in a situation of entrenched disadvantage are likely to fall
far behind in the literacy skills needed for a successful
schooling experience and the state of these issues in
WA. Special thanks to corporate partner Herbert Smith
Freehills for hosting us at their beautiful CBD office.

READ, PLAY, GROW
Developed in collaboration with community partner CLAN
Midland, Read Play Grow (RPG) is an early intervention
program aiming to create a home environment that allows
children to start school ready to learn. This program is

focused around creating a positive, safe space where
parents can learn without judgement and feel supported
to provide key learning experiences for their children.
This evidence-based program delivers tailored early
learning sessions across all 5 developmental domains
for vulnerable families, in their own homes or in small
groups. In 2018, three RPG programs were delivered
via CLAN Midland across Ellenbrook, Stratton and
Swan View with 19 adults participating supporting a
combination of 23 children.

BOOST
Delivered by community partner The Dyslexia SPELD
Foundation (DSF), the Boost program supports parents
and carers to address literacy issues in their own children
through the early years of education. Parents attend
practical workshops which guide them through important,
easy to understand research, evidence and information
regarding literacy development. Facilitated by DSF’s
qualified speech pathologists, 5 Boost programs were run
across 2018 servicing the Balga, Calista, Ellenbrook and
Nollamara areas. Special thanks to The Armstrong Family
Charitable Foundation Fund for their ongoing support of
the Boost programs in 2018.

LITERACY RESOURCE MAKING
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To further support DSF’s work
in the community, we assist by
making literacy resources kits
which DSF use in their services
as well as sell to individuals and
schools to fundraise for their
other programs. Thanks to the
support of volunteers from our
corporate partners Chevron,
Herbert Smith Freehills and P&N
Bank, we were able to make 303
Phonics and Morpheme packs
in 2018.

PAINT THE TOWN READ IN WA
Paint the Town REaD (PTTR) is a national, grassroots
initiative promoting early childhood literacy ideas,
information and activities by engaging local communities.
The primary goals are to encourage the whole community to
talk, read, sing, rhyme and play with children every day from
birth, to support reading and writing skills in time for school.
United Way WA’s Justine Roberts is the State Ambassador
for PTTR, assisting new communities in the creation,
establishment and growth of their own program. We help
our PTTR communities across many areas such as set up
planning, start-up funding, assistance in grant applications,
event management and on-going mentoring.
In 2018, our PTTR family grew with the addition of 7
new communities across the state, giving a total of 14
community programs in and across WA.

Communities
Serviced

Year
Established

Paint the Swan REaD

Altone, Bullsbrook,
Ellenbrook, Midland

2013

Paint Kwinana REaD

Kwinana

2016

Paint the Booka REaD

Mirrabooka

2017

Paint Onslow REaD

Onslow

2017

Paint Pannawonica REaD

Pannawonica

2017

Paint York REaD

York

2017

Paint the Yilgarn REaD

Southern Cross /
Yilgarn

2017

Paint Mandurah REaD

Mandurah

2018

Paint Rockingham REaD

Rockingham

2018

Paint the Highway REaD

Armadale

2018

Paint the Highway REaD

Canning

2018

Paint the Highway REaD

Gosnells

2018

Paint the Cape REaD

Busselton

2018

Paint the Cape REaD

Dunsborough

2018

Paint the Shire REaD

Dardanup, Eaton

Coming soon

TBC

Geraldton

Coming soon

TBC

Carnarvon

Coming soon

TBC

Narrogin

Coming soon

Program Name

Special thanks to our partners and sponsors who helped us
support PTTR programs in 2018
• Backstop Foundation
• Midland Gate Shopping Centre
• Parenting Connections WA
• Perth Airport
• Pitney Bowes
• Local MP’s Adele Farina MLC, Dave Kelly MLA, Janine
Freeman MLA, Jessica Shaw MLA, Libby Mettam MLA,
Michelle Roberts MLA and Roger Cook MLA

DOLLY PARTON’S IMAGINATION LIBRARY
Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library (DPIL) aims to ensure
that disadvantaged children have access to books at home
by signing them up to receive a free, age appropriate book,
chosen by experts, along with parent resources and tip
sheets every month, from birth until their fifth birthday. As
the State Ambassador for this program, United Way WA
works with local communities to set up, fund and grow
Imagination Libraries across WA.
In 2018, we once again worked closely with Kwinana Early
Years Services (KEYS) to support a DPIL program across
the Kwinana and Rockingham areas. A total of 709 books
were distributed to 46 children in the region throughout
the year, bringing joy, important learning foundations and
imagination to all. Special thanks to corporate partners
Alcoa Australia, Coogee Chemicals and Woodside for
supporting our DPIL outcomes.
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FINANCIAL STABILITY
“Thank you - it was great to get insight into the
many ways we could give back.. with time.. just not
from our pockets” – Financial Stability seminar attendee

THREE PILLARS SEMINAR: FINANCIAL STABILITY
Our very first Financial Stability Seminar was held in
October at the beautiful offices of corporate partner Moore
Stephens who kindly sponsored the event. Our passionate
panel of guest speakers included the University of Western
Australia’s Professor Paul Flatau, Executive Officer of
Financial Counsellors Association Bev Jowel, Manager of
the 50 Lives 50 Homes Project Leah Watkins and HESTA
Education Manager Husna Jamal. Gathered to discuss
how our community’s most vulnerable citizens are living
without the financial stability required to access education,
achieve general health standards and improve their quality
of living, our guests engaged in a lively discussion on
the barriers individuals face when trying to change their
financial circumstances and the complex nature of this
societal problem.

RIGHT TO WORK
Our new Right to Work program focuses around skills
development and mentoring support to those who are
ready to prepare themselves to enter or re-enter the
workforce. We know that financial stability is a key pillar
to being able to engage in a happy life. Our programs are
designed to help participants experiencing barriers and
disadvantage to establish a network of support, develop
strategies and identify resources to help find them
employment – all to give them back stability and open up
their choices.

In 2018 we worked closely with Orana House to support
women who have experienced family and domestic
violence because we know that financial stability is often
a large factor when considering how to escape a toxic
situation. Special thanks to our volunteer mentors (pictured
above) and to corporate partners Herbert Smith Freehills
and Bankwest for making this program possible.
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SUPPORTING WOMEN EXPERIENCING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Women who experience family and domestic violence are often left in situations of financial instability and hopelessness. By
working with our community partners such as Zonta House, we are able to support women in emergency accommodation
with our teams of corporate volunteers. Together we complete vital home maintenance and gardening tasks that also help
create a sense of community and hope for the women who access Zonta House’s services. Thank you to the fantastic
volunteer teams from corporate partner Chevron.

SUPPORTING ELDERLY, FRAIL AND ISOLATED PEOPLE
Our community’s elderly, frail and otherwise isolated people
often do not have the mobility to care for their homes
and gardens, or the financial option of hiring someone to
help. By working with our community partners such as
People Who Care (PWC) and with the help of our corporate
volunteers, we support isolated people by providing
much needed garden maintenance and clearing, ensuring
they have a cared for and safe property again. We also
run vibrant luncheons that not only provide a large, hot
meal, but also an important opportunity to connect and
socialise with peers and the community. Special thanks to
our corporate partners at Bankwest, Chevron and Ricoh
Australia who make our work with PWC possible.

SUPPORTING PEOPLE EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS
Food insecurity is one of the highest reported issues for
people experiencing homelessness or near homeless
financial situations. With the help of our corporate volunteers
from Bankwest we run a free, monthly BBQ luncheon with
community partner HOPE, who support people at risk of
or currently experiencing homelessness. Every month our
team cooks for and serves 80 to 120 people at a safe social
gathering, that not only provides full bellies, but also breaks
down barriers through the process of sharing a meal and
connecting with a community.

10
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HEALTHY LIVING
“Making healthier choices for family at home and also
when I’m out picking restaurant and café meals”
– Happy Healthy Families participant

new roles, connecting the family with peers and a wider
community. We are proud to have been involved in these
programs with community partner CLAN Midland for over
15 years, through a combination of funding, resources,
training and staff support.

HEALTHY, HAPPY FAMILIES

THREE PILLARS SEMINAR: HEALTHY LIVING
Our third Seminar event for the year focused on how good
health is vital to a happy and empowered life and the
myriad of increasing issues in our community that create
a barrier to achieving health goals. Held in November at
the offices of corporate partner and event sponsor Herbert
Smith Freehills, this event featured guest speakers; author
and professor Cheryl Kickett-Tucker, Paralympian Brant
Garvey and Fair Game CEO Nicki Bardwell. Our guests
enjoyed an insightful discussion on some of the health
barriers present in our community.

FAST AND BABYFAST
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FAST is an evidence based, early intervention and
prevention program that helps children succeed by
empowering parents, connecting families, improving
the school climate and strengthening community
engagement. Baby FAST is a specifically multigenerational program for young parents with children 0-3
and their own parents that supports the adults in their

Developed in collaboration with community partner CLAN
Midland, Happy Healthy Families is an 8-week program
that supports participants to move from processed
and packaged foods to whole foods, while developing
the skills and information to provide adequate nutrition
for their families. Through an ongoing combination of
funding, resources, training and staff support, we were
pleased to have supported the delivery of this program
through CLAN Midland across two locations in 2018,
Beechboro and Swan. This year 19 adults participated in
the programs, bringing healthier outcomes home to their
combined 24 children.
Additionally, three special Lunchbox Workshops were
delivered in Altone, Ellenbrook and Stratton. These miniprograms focused on healthy lunchbox ideas, cooking
sessions and a discussion on sugary drinks and foods.
A total of 23 parents and grandparents participated
reporting that it was great to learn more about healthy,
affordable lunchbox food and how to make it.
Special thanks to corporate partner HBF for supporting
these programs.

SUPPORTING PEOPLE AFTER HOMELESSNESS
Working together with the 50 Lives 50 Homes project,
we are developing a mentor support program to help
people who have previously experienced homelessness
integrate back into the community. Human connection
is vital to a happy and successful life and our purpose
designed program will help connect rough sleepers back
to our community.

BUILDING SECTOR CAPACITY
This year we were pleased to launch a new model designed
to support the not-for-profit industry grow in capacity,
capability and impact. Using our in-house skills, we offer
tailored, cost effective support to our community partners
to improve business function across areas such as:
governance, financial systems and reporting, marketing,
social media management, event management, volunteer
recruitment and volunteer management.

Volunteer
Management
Volunteer
Recruitment

Governance

Financial
Systems
Social Media
Management

ORGANISATIONAL
IMPROVEMENT

Event
Management

Marketing

MATURE AGED EMPLOYMENT BREAKFAST SYMPOSIUM
In 2018 we assisted Council of the Aging WA (COTA WA) to
manage and market their successful breakfast symposium
on ‘Mature Aged Employment in Your Workforce’. It was a
fantastic event featuring MC Craig Spencer; guest speakers
Professor Paul Flatau and Professor Gary Martin, and with
Lyndsay Potts, GM at Lee Hecht Harrison and Dr Nicky Howe,
CEO at Southcare joining us for an expert panel session. As
part of the support package UWWA:
• Secured and liaised with keynote and panel speakers
• Organized a Welcome to Country by Di Ryder
• Developed event marketing and social media plans
• Developed and managed ticket registration process
• Conducted on day event management
• Provided on day technology support

MENTORING 2 WORK
Mentoring 2 Work (M2W) is a COTA WA led tailored learning
support pathway for young adults aged 18 to 25 years to
enter or re-enter the workforce through the guidance of a
volunteer mentor with real-world experience and networks.
This project was born from the co-design principles of the
Department of Social Services Try Test and Learn funding
model. COTA WA invited representatives from various
community minded organisations to join them in a series
of workshops hosted by Professor Paul Flatau from the
Centre for Social Impact UWA with the goal of creating the
framework for the Mentoring 2 Work trial.
United Way WA joined COTA WA to co-design this program,
help advise on the Steering Committee and share our
network to support the outcomes. Additionally, through a
tailored support package UWWA were actively engaged
across the following tasks and will continue to do so into
2019.
• Developed a best practice volunteer mentor recruitment
strategy
• Developed a mentor recruitment marketing strategy
• Actively recruited and screened volunteer mentors
(including interviews, reference checks and clearances)
• Liaised on various program documents and promotional
material development
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CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING
In 2018, many of our Corporate Partners chose to
participate in a range of feel-good volunteering activities
that encouraged team work and retention. As part of our
partnership model, we take the hassle out of organising a
great event by taking care of all the logistics, while making
sure that the cause supported aligns with our partner’s
values and the passions of their staff. Most importantly, we
ensure that our partner’s contribution is making the biggest
impact possible in the community.

2018 HIGHLIGHTS

5

SOCIAL INCLUSION
EVENTS

124

BRAIN BOXES

1

441

LITERACY
EVENT

CORPORATE
VOLUNTEERS

1

COMMUNITY
COOKING EVENT

303

LITERACY KITS
MADE

1,954

LIVES IMPACTED

36

CORPORATE
VOLUNTEER
DAYS

1

VACATION CARE
EVENT

12

GARDENS
TRANSFORMED

11

COMMUNITY
BBQS

1,892

VOLUNTEER HOURS

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER DAY

1

GRANDPARENT
CARER EVENT

NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK
Once again, the UWWA team celebrated National Volunteer
Week and the 2018 Awards at the Volunteering WA Gala
Dinner in May. Having nominated them for an award, we
were over the moon for our table hosts and corporate
partner Chevron, who won Corporate Volunteer of the Year
Award. This is the third time that one of our corporate
volunteer partners has won this award, with Bankwest
and Herbert Smith Freehills winning in previous years. The
room was full of passion, connection and, as Craig Spencer
Chair of VWA said, “love”. We are delighted to be part of this
industry that gives so much and allows our community to
be a better place.
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This December we were excited to celebrate International
Volunteer Day at the Annual Volunteering WA Garden Party.
Joined by representatives from corporate partners Chevron,
P&N Bank and Ricoh Australia, we spent a lovely afternoon
recognising the joint efforts of many volunteers.
“International Volunteer Day is a great way of acknowledging
all that can be achieved through volunteering. It’s a
celebration of the goodness in humanity that has
prevailed throughout the year. More significantly though, it
becomes the things that unite the world. It’s the ultimate
demonstration of #LiveUnited - what happens when the
world becomes a community.” – Tim Allan, UWWA Corporate
Partnerships Manager.
A big thank you again to every single one of our volunteers
for helping us build a better future for our community. We
look forward to another year of significant volunteer-led
impact in 2019!

LIVE UNITED PARTNERSHIPS
The secret of United Way’s success globally lies in the power
of partnerships. Our very essence comes from uniting people
and organisations for greater community impact. We believe
wholeheartedly that working together to empower and unite
communities brings about positive change. Our partnerships
umbrella encompasses corporate, community, government,
schools, families and individuals.
Thank you to our generous partners across the corporate
sectors for your funding, donations, grants, workplace giving
programs, volunteers and pro bono support. Another special
thank you to our passionate community partners for your
unwavering dedication and program delivery.
Together we were able to empower the Western Australian
community to grow across 2018.

• Herbert Smith Freehills
• Karsakis Nominees
• Landcorp
• Lotterywest
• Moore Stephens Perth
• Novata Solutions
• Neon Logic Agency
• Parenting Connections WA
• Penguin Random House
• Perth Airport
• Pitney Bowes
• Pfizer Perth
• P&N Bank
• Ricoh Australia
• Soroptimists International Perth
• Stan Perron Charitable Foundation

2018 CORPORATE PARTNERS
• Alcoa Australia
• Armstrong Family Charitable Foundation Fund

• Wesfarmers
• Westpac
• Woodside Energy

• Australia Post
• Backstop Foundation
• Bankwest
• Bates Australia
• Chevron Australia
• Coogee Chemicals
• Crown Perth
• David Jones Claremont, Garden City and Karrinyup
• EBM Insurance
• Edith Cowan University
• F45 East Victoria Park
• Grill’d Scarborough
• Hancock Media
• Harnell Rose Projects

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
United Way WA has in-house skills and resources which
are funnelled into supporting our Corporate Partners to
fulfil their Corporate Social Responsibility with targeted
packages inclusive of: Corporate Volunteering Events, Work
Place Giving, Grant Management and Community Impact
Sponsorship Opportunities. We can support with as much or
as little as you wish, and in return we gain financial and pro
bono support that helps us continue to support our initiatives
and community in the areas of Education, Financial Stability
and Healthy Living.
To enquire about partnership opportunities please contact
us today.

• HBF
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THE LIVE UNITED LEADERS
Kath Snell Chief Executive Officer
Kath joined UWWA late June 2017 as Chief
Executive Officer. Kath has worked in the United
Kingdom where she’s from, New Zealand and
Australia over the last 25 years and in the last 13
has made Perth her home. Her career history is
varied through Community Services, Sports Tourism
Management, Commercial Radio and Marketing. She
found her true purpose in the Not for Profit sector in 2006.
Kath is passionate about opportunity, equity, connectedness,
empowerment and support and for everyone to live the best life
they possibly can. She feels that UWWA is a true fit and is excited
and delighted to be leading an organisation whose purpose lies in
connection, enablement and potential for everyone. This is Kath’s
second CEO role, she has held various Board positions and is a
Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Justine Roberts Community
Impact Manager
Justine has been the Community Impact Manager
at UWWA for the past 12 years. Her career has
focused on improving outcomes for children and
young people in disadvantaged circumstances.
She has previously worked as an Anti-Bias trainer
supporting early educators to create a safe and
nurturing environment for all children to celebrate their similarities
and differences and allow them to grow and thrive.
At Parkerville Children’s Home, Justine was responsible for the
educational development of children placed in Out of Home Care as
well as multiple early intervention programs.
Working in partnership with the families of children in care, further
developed Justine’s passion to empower all parents to be the
primary prevention agents for their own children. This foundation has
informed the approach to the UWWA Community Impact Strategy.

Tim Allan Corporate Partner Manager
Tim joined UWWA nine years ago and has over 18
years’ experience working within the education
and not-for-profit sectors, mainly in management
and operational roles. At UWWA Tim is responsible
for building mutually satisfying partnerships with
corporates, community organisations, Government,
donors, foundations, philanthropists and individuals.
Tim manages the corporate volunteering portfolio, develops
and extends Workplace Giving programs, assisting corporate
partners to develop community investment opportunities as well
as developing and strengthening UWWA’s relationships within the
corporate sector. He is motivated by the outcomes achieved when
donors, corporates and the community work together to break long
standing social issues.
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Tanya Payne Finance and
Business Services Manager
Tanya has over two decades of
experience working in various sectors
as a Certified Public Accountant
including accounting firms, IT
specialists, advertising, hospitality,
manufacturing and not-for-profit sectors.
The management of finances and support services is something
she would describe as; “not without challenge but rewarding.”
Her passion for enhancing the independence of people through
capacity building enables her to be an advocate for the United Way
message to #LiveUnited.

Christy van de Kar Volunteer
and Events Officer
Christy joined the UWWA team in May
2018 and has managed dozens of
corporate volunteering events to further
increase our impact in the community.
Driven by her desire to make a real
difference to people’s lives, she has
coordinated and actively participated in all kinds of events from
cooking a BBQ or traditional roast lunch to pulling weeds and
transforming gardens. Christy is a multi-skilled supervisor who has
the passion to pull it all together no matter the circumstances.

Rikki Stewart Fundraising and
Marketing Consultant
Rikki has over seven years fundraising
and marketing experience in the not-forprofit sector and brings a diverse set of
skills and knowledge to her work. With an
extensive business and entrepreneurial
studies background, a passion for personal development and a
dream of making a difference in the world, she has become a wellrespected and valuable member of the UWWA team.
In 2018 she was awarded WA Young Fundraiser of the Year and
continues to further serve the community on the State Committee
for the Fundraising Institute of Australia and the Marketing
Committee for Autism West.

Thanks and recognition also goes to Dana Moore, Kwisha
Patel, Meredith Green and Rebecca Birnie who worked
with UWWA to help us reach our goals in 2018 and have
since moved on.

OUR LEADERS IN GOVERNANCE
Julie Keene Chair
Julie has been a member of the UWWA Board
and Chair since 2014. As a Chartered Accountant,
Julie is currently the CEO of Integra, an
organisation providing support services to the
disability sector in Australia. Prior to that Julie
has held a number of senior executive roles within
the health, higher education and financial services
sectors, most recently as Chief Financial Officer at HBF Health
Limited until August 2017.
Julie is also Chair of Disability Intermediaries Australia and has
previously held a number of other Board roles with organisations
including United Way Australia, Silver Chain Nursing Association,
Perth Convention Bureau and Murdoch College Inc. Julie has a keen
interest in helping communities to build capacity and to work with
organisations who have this as their purpose.

Libby White Treasurer
Libby has a Bachelor’s Degree in Commerce
from the University of Melbourne; is a Certified
Practising Accountant and a Graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors. Libby
is Alcoa’s longest serving female manager,
her breakthrough career includes many
industry firsts as an accomplished woman with
vast experience in the resources sector, including 22 years in
management and four years as a director.
Libby is the Australian co-lead of the Alcoa Women’s Network and has
been instrumental in introducing flexible work policies, recognition
for maternity leave in years of service, maternity leave return-to-work
strategies and child care cost reimbursement for attending business
events and travel. She has served on a number of not-for-profit
organisation Boards in treasury and honorary audit positions.

Trevor Lovelle
Trevor’s experience in policy development,
strategic planning, commercial acumen and
stakeholder relations have been developed in
a career that has spanned over 25 years. He
entered the complex world of aged care at the
end of 2013, at a time of significant change, and
is enjoying the challenge of providing industry
solutions for the unique issues faced by providers in delivering aged
care to older Australians.
He is currently the WA Divisional CEO and Executive Director of the
Not-for-profit industry peak Aged & Community Services Australia
(ACSA). Trevor holds a Masters of Business Administration (MBA),
a Bachelor of Business (BBus) and a Graduate Diploma from
the Australian Institute of Company Directors (GAICD). He is a
passionate member and spirited supporter of both the West Coast
Eagles and Perth Glory.

Jade Furness
Jade is currently Head of the Branch
Network at HBF and is responsible for 17
service centres and approximately 140
staff. Jade has previously managed a
variety of departments at HBF including
M&A, strategy, communications, health
provider negotiations and data analytics.
Prior to HBF, Jade worked in the advertising and fast moving
consumer goods industries. She is a graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors and holds a Bachelor of Commerce
degree, majoring in marketing and management.

Matt Rutter Deputy Chair
Matt has over 18 years’ experience trading
and marketing food and food commodities
worldwide. Matt is currently the CEO for
the world’s largest rock lobster exporter,
Geraldton Fishermen’s Cooperative. Prior
to his role, Matt held a number of senior
positions with Australian export firms.
Matt has built a reputation for developing new markets for food
products across the globe and has a solid grounding in strategy
and corporate governance.
Matt has held a number of NFP non-executive directorships,
including Chairman of Volunteering WA, Chairman of Volunteering
Australia and President of the Rottenest Channel Swim. Matt holds
an honours degree in agribusiness marketing, a graduate diploma in
applied finance and investment and is a Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.

Andrew McLean
Andrew is a Partner in the Perth office
of Herbert Smith Freehills, a leading
international law firm. Andrew specialises
in corporate finance and acts for both
financiers and corporate borrowers
on project and corporate finance
transactions, primarily in the mining,
energy and infrastructure sectors. Andrew holds a Bachelor of Arts
and a Bachelor of Laws, and has completed a Graduate Certificate in
Applied Finance.

Our deepest thanks also go to Ray Glickman who supported
UWWA as a Board member during 2018.
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
The challenges of the last few years continued in 2018,
however our key partners and supporters continued to
engage with United Way WA’s vision through work place
giving, volunteering, donations and many other ways.
Beginning our strategic journey towards a new focus to
provide a greater diversity of income through broader
engagement with our community led our income to grow.
The strategic work started in 2017, was operationalised in
2018 and this investment into people, technology and time
to listen has positioned United Way WA ready for 2019 and
beyond. We continued to invest in developing the assets
of our organisation to enable us to support our community
partners to achieve their goals alongside our own.
Our grant programs continued to support the development
of early literacy, compassion for others and capacity in the
community via $96,765 to 9 grass roots programs. Our
work place giving donations provided $149,095 to support
44 community organisations. Our volunteering contributed
1,892 hours to eight community groups to help achieve
their mission. We provided mentoring and guidance to
11 Paint the Town REaD community groups with grant
applications, collateral development, event planning and
community engagement.
The Board understands that community impact is a
multi-year commitment and is prepared to invest reserves
to ensure that our communities are able to grow. This
commitment from the Board to continue to embrace
the #LiveUnited ethos has ensured we have continued
to support those around us doing amazing things whilst
redefining our place in the sector.

INCOME DIVERSITY CHANGES
Other Income

GOVERNANCE OVERVIEW
During 2018 the Board saw the departure of Ray Glickman
who had served 6 years on the United Way WA Board.
Ray’s commitment and understanding of community
will be missed and we would like to thank him for the
enormous contribution he has provided not just to United
Way WA but to the sector as a whole.
The Board subcommittees have continued to work with
a focus on their areas of expertise, this has provided a
greater depth of conversation and the great work in these
committees has enhanced the governance of United Way
WA. The subcommittees were also tasked with policy
review and the creation of the organisational Policy Map
has enabled the development of seven key policy areas
which have provided succinct oversight and guidance to
the organisation in these areas.
Through robust conversation and guidance, the Board
has supported management in creating an organisation
that is better placed to respond to the needs of our
community, developing a diverse offering which
continues to work collaboratively with our corporate
and community partners to bring us together to create
programs, projects and people continuing to address
entrenched social issues. The 2018 year truly has been
an example of the #LiveUnited ethos as our partners
have informed United Way WA of new ways to work
together to achieve our vision of a future where every
person is empowered to grow, through education,
financial stability and healthy living.
The Board has also continued to support the development
of new leaders in our sector during 2018 engaging in the
Chartered Accountants NFP Board Experience Program.

BOARD MEETING ATTENDANCES

Board Member

Number of
Meetings

Meetings
Attended

Julie Keene

8

7

Libby White

8

6

Undesignated Contributions

Trevor Lovelle

8

7

Designated Contributions

Jade Furness

8

7

Matt Rutter

8

4

Andrew McLean

8

8

Ray Glickman

2

2

Capacity Building Grants
Program Fees
Volunteering & Corporate
Fundraising & Events

2017

2018

United Way West Australia Inc.’s full financial report can be
found on the ACNC website.
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“COMMUNITY, FRIENDLY GROUP, SHARING
COOKING AS I DON’T ENJOY COOKING”
HAPPY HEALTHY FAMILIES PARTICIPANT

“EASY GAMES THAT CAN BE USED TO TEACH MY CHILD”
BOOST PARTICIPANT

“THIS PROGRAM IS VERY INTERESTING AND
I WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND ANOTHER TIME”
BOOST PARTICIPANT

“FANTASTIC INSPIRING SPEAKERS AND GOOD
CROWD WITH RANGE OF EXPERIENCE AND ROLES”
EDUCATION SEMINAR ATTENDEE

“IT IS QUITE EASY TO MAKE HEALTHY SNACKS AND
IT DOESN’T TAKE TOO LONG SO I WANT TO DO IT
WITH THE KIDS”
HAPPY HEALTHY FAMILIES WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT
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“THE VARIETY OF SPEAKERS, VARIETY OF
APPROACHES AND MINDSETS TO DIFFERENT
ISSUES USING THE COMMON VEHICLE OF
HEALTHY LIVING THROUGH SPORTS AND
BEING ACTIVE, LEAVING THE EVENT A LITTLE
MORE EDUCATED AND INFORMED”
HEALTHY LIVING SEMINAR EVENT ATTENDEE

“GAVE ME CONFIDENCE TO TRY THINGS
OUT AT HOME FROM SCRATCH”
HAPPY HEALTHY FAMILIES WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT

“I ENJOYED THE GROUP DISCUSSION AND REHEARSING TOPICS EACH WEEK. I LIKED FEELING PART OF A GROUP
AND BEING HEARD. THE ‘READ’ SESSION REMINDED ME OF THE IMPORTANCE OF READING AND NO SCREEN TIME”
READ PLAY GROW PARTICIPANT 2018

“MY MIND WAS PUT AT EASE ABOUT MY CHILDREN
DEVELOPING AT DIFFERENT RATES” READ PLAY GROW PARTICIPANT

CONTACT INFORMATION
54 Edward Street (Cnr Gladstone Street), Perth WA 6000
(08) 9440 4800
united@unitedwaywa.com.au
/UnitedWayWA

“I ENJOYED BEING ABLE TO SHARE AND LISTEN TO THE OTHER
PARENTS. SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCES AND STORIES. THE
SESSIONS WERE INFORMATIVE AND MY CHILDREN LOVED THE
LITTLE GAMES, CHALK AND SKIPPING ROPE THAT WE GOT”
ABN: 17 670 584 575

READ PLAY GROW PARTICIPANT

